2) Introduction
Just Intonation (JI) is the study of musical harmony where the frequency ratios between musical notes take whole numbered values. Every note in a JI musical composition has a frequency which is a rational-numbered multiple of a suitable reference frequency. Relative frequencies (hereafter, just frequencies) in JI can thus be represented by rational numbers, such as 1/1, 2/1, 5/4, 4/7, 13/11, 80/81, 65537/2 . Note that the normal form for rational numbers is to be 'reduced' which is to have no common factors on top and bottom, so 4/2 reduces to 2/1, 15/6 reduces to 5/2, etc.
In mathematics, the structure of rational numbers is well understood, and the fundamental theorem of arithmetic states that every whole number has a unique factorisation in terms of prime numbers raised to non-negative powers. Moreover, every rational number has a unique factorisation in terms of prime numbers raised to any integer powers. The sequence of prime numbers starts 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29… (OEIS 2016 , sequence 'A000040').
JI can be restricted to only use frequencies with the smallest few primes as factors (up to 2, 3, 5, 7…); these systems are called 'p-limit JI' and use only the 'p-smooth' whole numbers:
• 2-limit JI contains only a set of octaves relative to the reference frequency (…1/4, 1/2, 1/1, 2/1, 4/1, 8/1…) which is of limited musical use due to the large octave-sized gaps between successive notes. • 3-limit JI contains the 'Pythagorean' frequencies such as 1/1, 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, 9/8. There is a 3-limit number arbitrarily close to any rational number, so it is the smallest p-limit which is dense on the number line. This will make it useful for constructing commas for each prime number. • 5-limit JI contains much of classical harmony, such as major/minor thirds (5/4, 6/5), major/minor sixths (5/3, 8/5) as well as useful semitones (16/15, 25/24 ) and commas (80/81). • 7-limit JI contains much of extended classical harmony such as seventh chords: the dominant seventh interval 7/4 is very useful, as well as subminor third 7/6, also 8/7, 21/16, comma 63/64. • Higher p-limits for p = 11, 13… have not to date been used extensively in musical composition.
• Free-JI is just the same as the whole of JI, but emphasising the lack of a prime limit. One way of accessing free-JI is to compose directly in whole-numbered Hertz (e.g. melody specified as 200Hz, 250Hz, 257Hz…) which tends to include some higher primes. Another way, which combines the traditional note names with microtonal adjustments, is to use the system set out in this paper.
Usage of free-JI is hindered by not having a standard musical notation for its frequencies. There are an infinite number of primes, each of which can occur in any positive or negative power. Providing for all these infinite options is an obstacle for a precise, concise, and readable JI notation.
Fortunately, it is possible to decompose JI frequencies into two components:
• A Pythagorean component in 3-limit JI which is usually within a semitone of the original note • A series of microtonal adjustments from this Pythagorean approximation to the desired rational frequency Subsequently, a JI notation can be based on combining a suitable 3-limit notation with a suitable notation for the microtonal adjustments.
The 3-limit notation requires two components to specify an exact frequency. Although these could be the numbers (a, b) in 2 a 3 b , a more usable pair of components are (L, z) or L z where z is an octave number and L is a pitch class label. This style of notation is used for Scientific Pitch Notation (SPN) which gives notations to 12-EDO notes. Examples of SPN include: C 4 for middle C, C 5 for the next higher C, A 4 for concert A, E 7 is a high E, Bb -53 is an astrophysically low note sung by a black hole.
It is possible to reassign SPN pitch class labels to use Pythagorean (3-limit) pitch classes. Examples of assigning SPN notations to Pythagorean notes include: assign 1/1 to C 4 , this implies 2/1 is a C 5 , assign 27/16 to A 4 , assign 81/64 to E 4 , implying 81/8 is E 7 . In this modified SPN, sharps and flats no longer cancel out and no enharmonic note labels exist -for example, C# will be a different pitch class to Db, and C### is not the same pitch class as D#. A total of 21 notes from this 3-limit notation scheme are described above in Table 1 . The seven traditional note labels 'F, C, G, D, A, E, B' are in columns, with the flatted, natural and sharped variants in rows. Double flats, double sharps (etc.) would extend this table to the left and right. Note that Cb 4 and C 4 must be 113 cents apart, the same for B 4 and B# 4 , so these stray slightly outside the expected range for octave 4 which is 0 to 1200 cents; this is a feature of the original SPN system too.
Onwards to the microtonal adjustment scheme. It needs a few simple properties to work well:
• For each prime number 5 and above, the prime p has a uniquely chosen adjustment (a 'prime comma') of the form [p] = 2 a 3 b p. (In what follows, let 'higher prime' be synonymous with 'prime 5 and above'.) • Each prime comma [p] is microtonal, i.e. less than a semitone in size thus be iteratively derived • The identity comma [1] corresponds to 'no adjustment', or 'multiply frequency by 1/1' • In mathematical terms: rational commas form a group under multiplication Any rational JI frequency has a set of prime factors. Each prime factor of 5 and above will be notated by a single prime comma, and these commas collect together into a single rational comma [a/b]. Each prime comma has a frequency, and the frequency of the rational comma is calculated by multiplying or dividing the prime commas as appropriate. Then to obtain a Pythagorean frequency of the form 2 a 3 b , divide the original frequency by the rational comma frequency, which removes all the higher prime factors. Modified SPN is sufficient to notate the remaining 3-limit note. Combine this with a rational comma notation for a final notation in free-JI.
As a simple example, derive a notation for 20/21. Two higher primes are present, 5 and 7, so the final notation will need a [5] and a [7] . Their powers are 1 and -1 respectively, so the final notation will use the term [5] 1 [7] -1 which is the rational comma [5/7]. Make two assumptions: assume [5] = 80/81, and assume [7] = 63/64, so [5/7] is (80/81)/(63/64). Dividing the rational comma frequency out of the original frequency: 20/21 / ((80/81)/(63/64)) is with some simplification equal to 243/256. This is the B just below middle C (C 4 = 1/1). Hence the Pythagorean 243/256 has notation B 3 , and notation for 20/21 is obtained from combining B 3 with [5/7] to give B[5/7] 3 .
As an example of the reverse process, derive a frequency for D[35] 4 . Now Pythagorean D 4 is 9/8, and assume again that [5] = 80/81, and [7] = 63/64 which are the factors of the rational comma [35] . Then multiply these all together to get the answer: (9/8) × (80/81) × (63/64) is 45360/41472, however this simplifies (a lot!) to 35/32. Hence, D[35] 4 = 35/32. Also, since D 4 = 9/8 = 36/32, both the rational comma [35] and the notation C[35] 4 must have frequency 35/36. This is an example of how the notation C 4 = 1/1 is the identity element of modified SPN.
The rational commas [x/y] in this microtonal adjustment scheme have x, y from the sequence of '5-rough' numbers, which are those numbers only having prime factors 5 and above. These start: 1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29, 31, 35 , 37… (see OEIS 2016, sequence 'A007310).
Also the '5-rough and 7-smooth' numbers start 1, 5, 7, 25, 35, 49, 125… (see OEIS 2016, sequence 'A003595') so for 7-limit JI notation only a limited set of commas are typically needed, such as [5], [25], [1/5], [7], [1/7], [5/7], [7/5], [35] . Hence for traditional music using only 5-limit or 7-limit harmony, only a few commas are actually needed in practice.
In conclusion: notations of the form L z can describe 3-limit Pythagorean harmony, for L a note label and z an octave number, this is 'modified SPN'. It can be extended to notations of the form L[x/y] z with [x/y] a rational comma, which can notate the whole of free-JI. This requires a single definition of [p] for every prime number. Due to the infinite number of choices, a single algorithm is needed to assign all these choices.
3) Literature Review
Many accounts have been written regarding the history of musical tuning and harmony: the reader is referred to Fauvel, Flood & Wilson (2006) for a history of tuning and temperament; to Partch (1974) for a history of tuning with Just Intonation in mind; see also Haluska (2004) and Sethares (2005) . Other authors with historical overviews include Doty (2002) , Downes (2008) and Sabat (2009) . Some examples of notation and microtonal commas in Just Intonation: Helmholtz (1895) gave notation for the overtone scale from 1 to 16; Partch (1974) custom-built JI instruments and his notation tended to be customised for that instrument; Secor & Keenan (2012) described a general system called Sagittal which uses arrows in various formats to notate microtonal intervals; Ben Johnston developed a notation system in the mid-twentieth century, described later by Snyder (2010); Sabat (2005) described a similar system of accidentals in "The Extended Helmholtz-Ellis JI Pitch Notation" for primes up to 61.
Since there are already many notation systems available for JI, why invent a new one? One good reason is that there does not seem to exist a notation which is simultaneously compact, universal, and keeps the effects of higher primes separate:
• A prime-exponent vector notation such as [1,0,0,0,3,5> (Monzo 2016) is not compact since for higher primes the notation becomes arbitrarily long. For higher primes, the notation is unusable. • A system where each prime gets a different accidental (e.g. Helmholtz-Ellis notation in Sabat 2005) is not universal since there will always be some primes above a certain limit which haven't received an accidental yet. These higher primes cannot be notated. It also leads to having to remember how to interpret a rapidly expanding list of symbols. • The system described by Sabat also mixes higher primes, for example the comma 256/255 for prime 17 contains a factor of 5; the comma 1024/1023 for prime 31 has a factor of 11. Such mixing makes it increasingly difficult to separate out the effect of each higher prime. In particular, it becomes much more convoluted to map between notations and frequencies, and the examples given earlier would have been much more complicated.
In the current paper, the aim is to encode all the information for higher primes into a single rational comma, hence keeping the notation both compact and universal. Moreover, it is possible to keep the effects of each prime separate, using commas of the form 2 a 3 b p, which makes it much easier to calculate frequencies from notations, and notations from frequencies. Since the 3-limit numbers are the first p-smooth set which is dense on the number line, this comma system 2 a 3 b p is the simplest possible such system which can approximate all rational numbers. Also, the higher prime information is microtonal, meaning that if it is neglected the error in pitch is small and usually less than a semitone.
In order to determine the prime comma for each higher prime, an algorithm is needed. No literature was found on construction of such algorithms, so it is hoped that this paper contains original work to that effect.
4) Selection of prime commas -preliminary considerations
There must be a unique prime comma for each prime number. Otherwise, there is no way of mapping backwards and forwards between prime numbers and their microtonal adjustments in the JI notation. For example, the rational comma [25/7] requires that [5] and [7] are both defined and both represent a unique microtonal adjustment, otherwise [25/7] = [5] 2 [7] -1 is ill-defined as a notation.
It follows that the choices for all prime commas must be sensible, and optimal in whichever ways are desirable. Two such ways are:
• [p] = 2 a 3 b p is a rational number, so small numerators and denominators are preferred.
• [p] should be approximately equal to 1/1. The closer to 1/1, the better.
These generally work against each other, so with larger a, b it is possible to get [p] closer to 1/1. There turns out to be a trade-off between these two considerations, and the trade-off can be resolved satisfactorily by quantifying both considerations into suitable metrics and then multiplying them together. Suitable metrics are:
• AO = |log 2 (2 a 3 b p)| 'Absolute Octaves' of how big (in octaves) the interval is • LCY = log 2 (2 |a| 3 |b| p) 'Log Complexity' or 'Tenney height' of how big (in octaves) the numbers are (see Tenney 1983 , Ryan 2016 
Now the best choice of a can be calculated from specific values of p and b. Since [p] is near 1/1, then 2 a 3 b must be near p. Rearranging, 2 a must be near 3 -b p. Hence, the best choice for a is round(log 2 (3 -b p) ) since a is a whole number.
It follows that the unique prime comma [p] must be chosen from a one-dimensional list of candidate commas 2 a 3 b p where the list is enumerated using integer values of b and then each value of a calculated from p and b. For each prime, its list of candidate commas will have different values for CM, and the candidate with the smallest CM can then be defined as the optimal prime comma for that prime number.
For the candidate commas, b could potentially take any integer value (a will take not all integers but a fraction (log 2 3) -1 = 0.6309… of them But all musicians know that a major third above C is labelled 'E' and not 'Fb'. Hence in Just Intonation if 1/1 is a type of C note, then 5/4 must be a type of E note, and cannot simultaneously be a type of Fb note, since E and Fb are distinct in modified SPN. So even though the candidate comma 80/81 has a larger (less optimal) value of CM than 32805/32768, even so 80/81 should be preferred due to musical considerations -prime commas are being chosen for musical use, not for mathematical interest.
Hence b will not range over the whole of the integers, but only be taken from a finite set of integers of musical relevance. Due to there being no apparent reason why this set should have any gaps, the simplest solution is for b to range over a set of consecutive integers, with the endpoints of the range depending on the prime p. The range can be constructed if two questions are answered: how many consecutive integers should be chosen for the range of b, and what is the midpoint of this range?
Suppose b is chosen from N consecutive integer values. The candidate commas form relative pitch classes equivalent to the set {3 b : b = b min …b max = 0…N-1}, which can be mapped to pitch classes in the octave [1/1, 2/1), reordered into ascending order, and giving a scale of N Pythagorean pitch classes in the octave. As an example, {1, 3, 9, 27} map into the octave as {1/1, 3/2, 9/8, 27/16}, and are reordered in ascending order as (1/1, 9/8, 3/2, 27/16, 2/1) where 2/1 has been added to complete the scale and give N gaps. So what properties does this type of Pythagorean scale generally have? The key property in this application is the gap structure between consecutive scale notes.
Each prime number also gives rise to a pitch class in this scale (if b min = 0) or a transposed version of it (if b min varies) and a desirable property of the scale would be that each scale note approximates roughly the same number of primes, i.e. that the prime pitch classes fall evenly onto scale pitch classes. This only happens if the gaps in the scale are all about the same size. It turns out that for a special series of numbers, the gap size variation is much lower than for other numbers. That special series is the list of convergents for the continued fraction series of log 2 3 = 1.58496… which starts 1, 2, 5, 12, 41, 53, 306, 665, 15601, 31876… (see OEIS 2016, 'sequence A005664').
So -which value of scale length N to choose? The answer is, of course, to choose 12! But the reasoning is subtle, and not dependent on 12-EDO being the current cultural tuning of choice. Here is the reasoning point by point:
• Choosing N = 12 gives a very even Pythagorean scale with 5 gaps of size 113.69 cents and 7 gaps of size 90.22 cents. If the central values of b gave C and G then the whole scale would contain Db, Ab, Eb, Bb, F, C, G, D, A, E, B, F# Pythagorean pitch classes. For each prime, there would be a candidate comma of size less than 57 cents, which is within the microtonal range. So N = 12 is acceptable. (Note that this candidate comma is not necessarily optimal -however as seen later the (probable) largest optimal comma under the chosen algorithm is [13] = 26/27 at 65.34 cents.) • Choosing N = 11 gives a scale with one gap of 204 cents. This means some prime numbers could be up to 102 cents from a candidate comma. Since [p] must be microtonal, potential scale gaps of over a semitone are unacceptable. so N = 11 should be rejected in favour of N = 12. • Since for any N < 12 there will be a gap at least 204 cents, any N < 12 should be rejected in favour of N = 12. • If N was restricted to only log 2 3 convergents to create an evenly spread scale, the next choice is N = 41. However, this means that the Pythagorean scale centred on C will run over 41 labels from Gbbb to F###. These labels use far more sharps and flats than N = 12, and such labels are unmusical, leading to effects such as 5/4 being labelled an Fb. It is also much less convenient for the musician to have to deal with 41 labels rather than 12. So mainly by considerations of musicality, but also of usability and convenience, reject N = 41 in favour of N = 12.
• Since any other higher log 2 3 convergents (53, 306, 665, 15601…) will also give an unmusical (and unusable/inconvenient) number of sharps and flats, reject all such values in favour of N = 12. • Consider smaller non-convergents of log 2 3 in the range 13…40. Suppose N = 13. Then there would be a gap of 23 cents in the scale. For example, the 13-note scale from Gb to F# has Gb and F# at 23 cents apart. Moreover, Gb is lower than F#. Hence, the labels get out of sequence, so part of the scale would read 'F, Gb, F#, G'. This undesirable sequencing, combined with the uneven gap sizes of the scale, make N = 12 a better choice than N = 13. • Similar reasoning will reject any other N = 13…40 in favour of N = 12.
• The same is true for any higher N > 41; reject it for N = 12.
• Hence by a process of elimination, if a fixed length of Pythagorean scale is being used to approximate pitch classes from primes, use the scale length N = 12.
If b takes by default 12 values, what is b mid , the midpoint of these values? Since [p] = 2 a 3 b p is approximately equal to 1, at the midpoint the contributions of a and b in this expression should be approximately the same size. This leads to 2 a ≈ 3 b ≈ p -2 , and by taking logarithms base-3 of the right hand approximation, the midpoint is found to be b mid = -log 3 (p)/2. Since this is irrational, take the 12 integer values of b which are closest to b mid , which are |b -b mid | < 6.
Are 12 values of b enough to find suitable candidate commas for all prime numbers? For small prime numbers, yes. For larger prime numbers, no. Consider a large prime number p which was of the form 2 x ±k or 3 y ±k where k was very small in comparison to 2 x or 3 y . In those cases, the best candidate comma for the prime number ought to be of the form 2 x p or 3 y p. This leads to extending the 12 candidate commas slightly for large prime numbers so that any 2 a 3 b p where p is the numerator becomes a candidate comma. It turns out that up to prime 375779 only the 12 candidate commas described previously are needed, but for primes from 375787 there are 13 or more candidate commas with p as the numerator. Two facts which can be shown are: one of these ranges is always a subset of the other, so the two ranges agree; and for large primes, the number of candidate commas grows at approximately log 3 (p).
Overall then, there are clear guidelines for how candidate commas ought to be selected for each prime number, and how an optimal prime comma ought to be selected from these candidates. These guide the construction of the algorithm below.
5) The algorithm to determine prime commas for every higher prime
In this section an algorithm is given for first discovering the set of candidate commas for a prime number, and then for selecting the optimal prime comma from the candidates which minimises the CM value:
Choose a prime number p (its candidate commas are all of the form 1/1 ≈ 2 a 3 b p for integer b)
Calculate: b mid = -log 3 (p)/2 (unlike later b x values, b mid is not an integer)
Calculate: b min1 = round(b mid -(12-1)/2) Calculate: b max1 = round(b mid + (12-1)/2) (these give the default 12 note scale for this p)
Calculate: b min2 = ceiling(-log 3 (p) -1/(2log 2 3)) Calculate: b max2 = 0 (these give the exact range with p as numerator of candidate comma) 
6) Results for primes from 5 to 199
The algorithm in the section above was carried out for prime numbers 5, 7, 11, 13… up to 199. Values for p, a, b, [p] cand , AO, LCY and CM were recorded for all candidate commas, and for each prime number these candidate commas were sorted by ascending CM. The candidate comma with minimal CM was retained for each prime number, for presentation in the table below: 
7) Some observations on the optimal prime commas
The largest prime comma found was [13] = 26/27, at -65.34 cents, or approximately 2/3 of a semitone. Although it is not conclusively proven that this is the largest comma of all, computer calculations have been carried out for primes up to 10 6 and no larger commas have been found. Since above 375787 the Pythagorean scales start getting larger than 12 notes, at that point the gaps get smaller. Moreover for larger primes p is always in the numerator so CM is determined mainly by AO, and the closest candidate to the prime (which is within 57 cents of the prime) would tend to be chosen. Hence it is not expected that a larger optimal comma will be found for any other prime.
The pitch class label of p is directly related to the pitch class of (3/2) -b :
• Hence the prime commas assign each prime number a Pythagorean pitch class label with [p] added.
As primes get bigger, nearby primes tend to have the same Pythagorean label:
• 191, 193, 197 all have b = -1 and so are all microtonal adjustments of G. This fits with their proximity to 192, which is a G since 192/128 = 3/2 • 127 and 131 (b = 0) are both microtonal adjustments of a C since they are near 128 which is a power of 2 • 71 and 73 (b = -2) are both microtonal adjustments of a D, being near 72 (72/64 = 9/8) Prime commas [p] are always much less than one semitone, however rational commas may be more than one semitone. For example, [13] is -65 cents, and [31] is -55 cents. Together, [13] × [31] = [403] is -120 cents. However, this is unusual, since most prime commas being combined are either smaller than these examples, or their directions cancel out. So most rational commas will be less than a semitone, especially for the type of rational comma of greatest practical use, which have smaller numbers and only a few prime factors.
So all prime commas are microtonal, and most (but not all) useful rational commas are microtonal. The important thing is that the rational commas are small in relation to the Pythagorean component, which is almost always the case under this scheme.
The notation scheme can be tweaked for increased usability. For example, L[x/y] z is a specific note, and L[x/y] is a pitch class. Possible tweaks to make the pitch class quicker to write include:
(the ~ symbol is much quicker to write than two square brackets [])
(it is especially useful to have shorthand for 5-limit notation)
(and accordingly for more powers of 5)
These types of usability tweak could no doubt be extended from pitch classes to notes, as long as the octave number was recorded unambiguously.
It will be acknowledged here that shorthands such as L' and L. have direct analogues as accidentals in other notations such as extended Helmholtz-Ellis (Sabat 2005) . However, the limitations of such notations have been set out above. Higher prime information can never be entirely replaced with accidentals, there is too much of it. To access all higher primes there will be no alternative but to have a full numerically-based notation such as L[x/y] or L~x_y, or a system that is capable of precisely encoding an infinite number of degrees of freedom.
8) Conclusions
As a result of this work, every rational frequency in Just Intonation can be assigned a notation of the form L[x/y] z where L is a Pythagorean pitch class and note label (e.g. C, E, Bb, G#, Dbbb, F######...), [x/y] is a rational comma for a small microtonal frequency adjustment using 5-rough numbers x and y, and z is an octave number. The notation subset of the form L z is modified from Scientific Pitch Notation and notates all the 3-limit Pythagorean JI frequencies. The complete notation covers the whole of free-JI. The algorithm set out above defines and calculates the microtonal fractions [p] for all primes 5 and above. These definitions allow all rational commas [x/y] to be constructed by multiplication of prime commas. Small notational tweaks (L~p L' L. etc) allow useful shorthand for some subsets of the notation.
All the higher prime information is encoded into a rational comma of the form [x/y]. This uses numbers as a shorthand for different numbers. Hence musicians would need a level of mathematical awareness in order to make full use of these [x/y] commas and access the higher primes, away from any potential 5-limit or 7-limit shorthands. No doubt there exist many musicians who are unwilling to cross over into mathematical territories, just as there are some mathematicians who cannot pick up a violin. However the musical field is based on sound, vibrations, frequency and amplitude; these are all mathematically describable phenomena, so it is appropriate for musicians to have at least some basic level of mathematical understanding. It is likely that 12-EDO hides the mathematical dimension of frequency from the musician. JI reveals this dimension again, and in the author's opinion we are better off for it.
By combining the disciplines of mathematics and music, there are rich pickings for the willing cross-disciplinarian. Such a musician may be truly able to navigate, understand, notate and compose in the rich infinite harmonic landscapes of Just Intonation. There are benefits to computer aided scoring and sequencing systems as well, in terms of presenting JI notes to the composer or musician which are more richly described than just a bare frequency in Hertz or relative fraction. Starting with a major triad set of pitch classes ( 
